We provide analytical bounds on convergence rates for a class of hydrologic models and consequently derive a complexity measure based on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) generalization theory. The class of hydrologic models is a spatially explicit interconnected set of linear reservoirs with the aim of representing globally nonlinear hydrologic behavior by locally linear models. Here, by convergence rate, we mean convergence of the empirical risk to the expected risk. The derived measure of complexity measures a model's propensity to overfit data. We explore how data finiteness can affect model selection for this class of hydrologic model and provide theoretical results on how model performance on a finite sample converges to its expected performance as data size approaches infinity. These bounds can then be used for model selection, as the bounds provide a tradeoff between model complexity and model performance on finite data. The convergence bounds for the considered hydrologic models depend on the magnitude of their parameters, which are the recession parameters of constituting linear reservoirs. Further, the complexity of hydrologic models not only varies with the magnitude of their parameters but also depends on the network structure of the models (in terms of the spatial heterogeneity of parameters and the nature of hydrologic connectivity). Key words | complexity, convergence bounds, hydrological model identification, inverse problems, probabilistic and statistical methods, stochastic processes parameters driving storage-discharge relationships, model complexity, and prediction performance of such models. Apart from its contribution to statistical learning theory applications in hydrologic sciences (see Schoups et al.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present simple conceptual water balance models and then derive a complexity measure of such hydrologic models and assess the complexity of hydrologic responses; estimate a bound on its convergence rates; and discuss its applicability and extensions with examples.
Hereinafter, by convergence rate we mean convergence of the empirical risk to the expected risk when calibrating hydrologic models (using the definitions of Vapnik & Chervonenkis ). The empirical risk is a measure of the deviation of the modeled output from the observed output for a given dataset (a measure of prediction error on a given sample, such as mean absolute error) and the expected risk is the expectation of the empirical risk. These two quantities are further defined in the section on 'Parameterdependent complexity measure and convergence bound for a simple one-reservoir model'.
The model presented, although simple, is widely used as a component of many hydrologic models, as it conceptualizes a storage-discharge relationship and consequently the evolution of soil moisture over space and time in a similar manner (Burnash ) . The motivation behind the choice of this simple conceptualization is to elucidate the link between () and Pande et al. () for some initial work in this direction), this paper estimates a complexity measure for models with memory and its representation in terms of model parameters (that also define the memory). Also, in a manner distinct to others (Bartlett & Kulkarni  and references therein; Meir ) , the convergence bounds presented here are in terms of the model parameters and are tight due to the parametric specification of the model space. A key result for hydrologic applications is that complexity, for hydrologic models, does not only depend on the magnitude (in addition to the number) of parameters but also on the structure of the models. We formally establish the relationship between model complexity and model parameters and structure (such as hydrologic connectivity, Wang & Waymire ) . This relationship provides insights into the complexity of hydrologic response. We introduce a quantitative definition of the complexity of the rainfallrunoff process and describe its implications for decentralized systems, such as decentralized agriculture production systems (which function without an organized center or authority), which depend on hydrologic responses. This paper thus contributes to hydrological model uncertainty assessment and provides a theoretical basis for the application of complexity regularized parameter estimation of hydrological models. Through the study of convergence bounds we mathematically formalize finite sample performance of hydrological models in the context of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) generalization theory.
Our results formally reveal how model complexity trades off with available information and how hydrological model complexity becomes irrelevant as sample size goes to infinity. We also quantify complexity of a class of hydrological models. Although the theory that is presented is applicable for a simple class of interconnected linear reservoir models, we consider this step as a first in the direction of quantifying complexity of state-of-the-art hydrologic models. The analytical bounds (and its derivation) allow geometric interpretation of the notion of complexity and how it affects model performance. This situation also allows insights into quantification of complexity for other hydrological models.
Yet another interesting finding is that model complexity depends on the structure of hydrological model, which for a spatially explicit hydrological model includes network topology and spatial heterogeneity as well as the magnitude of parameter fields. If a model is a close approximation of underlying processes, the complexity of the underlying processes can be said to be driven by its biogeophysical properties by implication. Further the proofs underlying the lemmas and theorems suggest a close connection between complexity measure and model output space.
Given that model output space embodies the nature of model response to input forcing and if the model is a close approximation of reality, our interpretation broadly defines complexity of underlying processes as how it responds to exogenous forcing (governed by its biogeophysical properties).
BACKGROUND
The concepts underlying many hydrological models originate from applying the Boussinesq flow equation (BE), which is derived from the continuity equation along with Darcy's law (Lacey et al. ) . Several approximations of the BE have been used to model ground water flow under different boundary and initial conditions (Brutsaert & Ibrahim ). These results have motivated its use to model subsurface flows (Beven ; Paniconi et al. ) , bank storage (Govindaraju & Koelliker ) , and surface water body-aquifer interaction (Pulido-Velazquez et al. ) . The solution to the BE (outflow), under certain conditions, can be represented by a linear reservoir (Brutsaert & Nieber ) scale response to rainfall can be conceptualized by interconnected linear reservoir models with reservoir network topology ascribed by channel network topology and geophysical properties (that affects the spatial distribution of hill slopes and its approximation). Its parameters are then 'effective' rather than physically based, and need to be calibrated (Savenije ) . A class of models of interconnected linear reservoir models is therefore not unrealistic to describe more complex physically based models and that the study of complexity of a linear reservoir model is one of the fundamental steps to study complexity of state-of-the-art hydrological models.
Several methodologies exist that estimate parameters (inverse problem), providing either unique parameter estimates (when using gradient-based algorithms, or global search algorithms such as SCE-UA (Duan et al. )) or its distribution (such as MOSCEM-UA (Vrugt et al.
a)
). We note that ill-posed problems lead to unreliable parameter estimates while non-convex optimization (minimization) problems (with non-convex hydrological models as is generally the case) lead to non-unique parameter estimates. However, such observations are theoretical. In practice, parameter estimation algorithms are designed either to provide a single parameter set (such as gradientbased algorithms, SCE-UA (Duan et al. )) or a distribution of parameter sets (such as MOSCEM-UA (Vrugt et al. 1993) ) as a solution irrespective of the nature of the underlying optimization problem. For example, global search algorithms such as SCE-UA are less efficient than gradient-based optimizers when the problem is convex while neither of these two algorithms may be useful when the problem is ill posed as the resulting solutions would be highly unreliable (due to complex model identification problems). While parameter solutions to non-convex optimization problems have been intensely studied resulting in global search algorithms, the study of ill-posed problems is still in its infancy in hydrological modeling. Problems are ill posed as a result of a mismatch between model complexity and available data (Vapnik ) and this is the topic of this paper. By data finiteness we imply any data size smaller than infinite and we employ it to describe the finite sample performance of a model (e.g. in terms of mean absolute deviation of model prediction from the observed). The law of large numbers dictates convergence of performance of any model on any finite data to its performance on infinite data sets (generated from the same underlying but unknown ergodic process). In this paper we provide a stronger law of large numbers in the form of a bound on convergence rates (for example, the result of Lemma 2) that describes 'how'
finite sample model performance converge to infinite sample model performance as a function of sample size and model complexity. In doing so we also describe how model performance improves with increasing (but finite) data size.
In this paper, as its central motivation, we explore how data finiteness affects model selection for a class of hydrologic models defined by interconnected linear reservoirs. This class of models attempts to conceptualize within-catchment heterogeneities, where each linear reservoir represents a subbasin. We provide theoretical results on how a model performance on a finite sample converges to its expected performance as the data size approaches infinity. These bounds can then be used for model selection, akin to a regularized solution to an inverse problem (Elayyan & Isakov ) . Convergence bounds that explicitly account for the tradeoff between a measure of model complexity (e.g. via covering number; Cucker & Smale ) and performance on a finite data size are of particular interest to the hydrologic community. If a complexity measure of hydrologic models can be ascribed to their structure, which in turn may be ascribed (via conceptualizations) to various sources of within-basin heterogeneities, then data needs for process conceptualization can be ascribed to the complexity of the underlying hydrological processes. Understanding such a tradeoff constitutes the key to robust model selection in conceptual hydrological modeling.
It is important to mention that bounds for hydrological models need to be estimated afresh because available convergence bounds generally rely on the assumption that the residuals are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) (Vapnik ) . Hydrological model responses have temporal memory, thus disobey the i.i.d. assumption. The particular class of hydrologic models, considered in this paper, allows us to obtain tighter convergence bounds than those currently available for a class of functions with memory (see for example Bartlett & Kulkarni ; Meir ) . It also provides an opportunity to study these bounds in terms of parameters and structure (hydrologic connectivity and parameter heterogeneity) of spatially explicit hydrological models.
The paper is organized as follows: the sections entitled 
where S(t) is the state variable (soil moisture or storage) at the end of time interval t, Q(t) is the outflow or discharge, and u(t) is the effective precipitation.
Here we make some additional assumptions:
Assumption A:
(1) The outflow Q(t) is linearly related to the soil moisture S(t) as Q(t) ¼ kS(t), where k ∈ (0, 1) is a runoff or recession coefficient (a parameter).
Assumption A:
(2) The storage capacity is never reached, i.e., S(t) < S max , where S max is the storage capacity of the reservoir.
(3) The effective precipitation u(t) < C max is constant over discrete time intervals Δt with S(t) observed at the end of such time intervals. C max defines an upper bound on effective precipitation. The mathematical expectation of precipitation is small compared with C max , i. e., E(u(t)) ≪ C max . Finally, u(t) is independently and identically distributed over time.
Assumption 1 describes the storage-discharge relationship of a linear reservoir model. A linear reservoir model is the building block of the class of models of interconnected linear reservoir models that we study in this paper. Assumption 2 conceptualizes dryland areas where water stored in the subsurface (in both the saturated and unsaturated zones) rarely exceeds the subsurface capacity to store water. We acknowledge that this assumption is strict and limiting. While this assumption can be relaxed, we delay it for brevity reasons. Assumption 3 suggests that input forcing or effective precipitation (actual precipitation minus actual evaporation for a single reservoir model) is bounded from above. It also describes that storage at each time step is the value at the end of that time step. We also assume that effective precipitation on an average is small compared with maximum possible precipitation. Finally we assume that effective precipitation at point in time is not correlated with effective precipitation at previous time steps. Low autocorrelation is generally observed for time series at daily scale (Guenni & Bardossy ) , thus the assumption may not be restrictive when the temporal scale of the problem is daily or finer.
We choose Δt ¼ 1 and therefore fix our model resolution at the scale over which u(t) is uniform. For sufficiently large t and under Assumption A (1-3), the solution for S(u; t) is (the solution to a linear ordinary differential equation of order 1 with constant coefficients) where u¼ {u(t)} t is a vector of input forcings:
From Assumption A (1) and calculating the total outflow, Q(u; t), during time interval [t À Δt, t], we have:
From here on we ignore u as an argument of Q or related quantities when the role of u need not be emphasized. Our model Equation (2), for the total outflow, defines a convolution of past input series while the convolution depends on parameter k. If we choose a coefficient m (indicative of the process memory) that defines an ε-approximation of the outflow: Q m (t) for ε > 0, we have
Note that the following inequality holds from (2b) jjQ m À EQ m j À jQ À EQjj ≤ 2ε
As the following hold by triangle inequality:
For a sufficiently large t and u(τ) C max , i.e., Assumption A (3), m obeys the inequality:
If 0 < d < t À m, then the following holds: 
can be represented by,
Thus, any (d þ 1) dimensional (outflow) response of a model to a (d þ m þ 1) dimensional input of effective precipitation always lies in the span defined by the columns of the matrix V. The following Lemma 1 characterizes one of its properties used later.
Consider an example with d ¼ 2 and m ¼ 1 (consequently an appropriate choice of k such that Equation (3) is satisfied). Then we obtain from Equation (4a) It is then intuitive to expect that the extent of the Qspace, described in Figure 1 , defines how flexible a model is in terms of how an arbitrary input forcing is transformed into output. In the following we quantify (the order of) the extent of hydrological models (either a linear reservoir or interconnected set of linear reservoir models). Lemma 1 provides an upper bound in the range of |Q m (t) À E(Q m (t))|.
This upper bound also holds for the range of |Q m (t) À E (Q m (t))|/N and is a measure of complexity that affects model performance. The quantity |Q m (t) À E(Q m (t))|/N measures the distance between metric Q m (t) and E(Q m (t))
in N-dimensional output space with ' 1 -norm as the metric.
It range thus measures the extent of model output space.
We also formalize a relationship between the extent of model output space (or Q-space), which we call model complexity, and model's prediction uncertainty.
Let q t ¼ jQ m ðtÞ À EðQ m ðtÞÞj:
Then the following holds with probability u À l for 0 < l < u < 1,
Appendix A provides the proof. This result is used in Lemma 2 in the section entitled 'Parameter-dependent complexity measure and convergence bound for a simple one-reservoir model' to establish a bound on the rate of convergence for Q m (t). We later show, through a corollary, that the rate of convergence of the empirical error to the expected error (for such models) depends on the volume of the model span resulting from V. This corollary therefore connects the geometric interpretation of model span to model performance. As can also be seen in Figure 1 , the volume of the model output space depends on the basis vectors that are columns of V.
We note here that model selection is a task of differentiating between different model classes and in this work From hereon we assume C max ¼ 1 and ε/C max ≪ 1 for ease of exposition. 
PARAMETER-DEPENDENT COMPLEXITY MEASURE AND CONVERGENCE BOUND FOR
Assumption B is a standard assumption, suggesting that j' k (y, u; t) À E[' k (y, u; t)]j is of the same order of magnitude as |Q(u; t) À E[Q(u; t)]|. This assumption also implies that variance in prediction residuals (' k (y, u; t))
is dominated by variance in output of prediction models (Q(u; t)).
We define convergence of the empirical error of a model to its expected error as the convergence of ξ Z (k) to its expectation E(ξ Z (k)) (the 'expected' risk).
The upper bound on its rate is obtained by a bound for ξ Z (k), which in turn is obtained from the bounds on the rate of convergence for ε-approximation of Q, Q m , (as previously defined, |Q m (u; t) À Q(u; t)| ε). (2), and u ¼ {u(t)} t¼1,…,N be any arbitrary input sequence.
Proof of the Lemma is provided in Appendix A.
In the above, h can be considered as a measure of complexity of the simple hydrologic model. It depends on the dominant vector in the set of basis vectors defining the span emerging from V. This also defines the order of magnitude of its volume. This can also be observed in Figure 1, wherein the dominant column vector of V is
It also determines the order of magnitude of the major axis of circumscribing ellipsoid. 
Proof of the corollary is provided in Appendix A.
Volume of the span defined by V also defines the volume of output space defined by Then,
Proof of the lemma is provided in Appendix A. This lemma builds upon Lemma 2 and uses the probability bound derived for ε-approximate streamflow Q m (u; t) in the latter to derive a probability bound for Q(u; t) by using inequality (2b). Then for u À l sufficiently close to 1 with 0 < l < u < 1,
Proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A. This theorem builds upon Lemma 3 to link the probability bound for streamflow with the probability bound for prediction error.
A key message of this theorem is that the expected predic- 
FROM A SINGLE RESERVOIR MODEL TO A MODEL OF INTERCONNECTED RESERVOIRS
For a model with more than one reservoir its span defined by the corresponding matrix V, has more columns. As Lemma 2 depends on Lemma 1 to define bounds on convergence rates and complexity therefore the bounds can be readily obtained for the case of a model with interconnected reservoirs.
Consider the structure of interconnected reservoirs in the form of a network with nodes and links (in terms of a pattern of reservoir connections, Figure 2 ). These connections converge to one node, representing the outlet reservoir. Each such node represents a reservoir and the links represent connections between such reservoirs. The recession coefficients define the strength of these links.
Further, let each reservoir cover an equal area in terms of amount of precipitation received. Figure 2 describes an example description of such a model. The numbers in parentheses denote the order of the link (from the outlet).
The flow contributed by each reservoir to the outlet, at each instance of time, can then be characterized by the precipitation amount at the reservoirs and the set of recession coefficients along its path. Let i denote the order of a reservoir in the model, j identify a reservoir within the set of reservoirs of order i, k ij denote the set of recession coefficients along the path of the ijth reservoir to the outlet, Q ij denote its contribution to the total outflow at the outlet and let there be R reservoirs in total. Here, the order of a reservoir indicates the number of reservoirs between (and including) itself and the outlet. Then, corresponding to ε ij ¼ ε/R approximation such that
where k min ij is the minimum element of the set k ij . Inequality (6) follows from (5) and d(k)e Àkx being monotonically decreasing in k.
Finally, Equation (5) can be approximated in a similar fashion to (4b) by
where the subscript ij identifies the corresponding reservoir.
Following Lemma 1, the sum of square of elements of any row of (equivalent) matrix V ij corresponding to Q ij;m ij (t) is d 2i (k min ij )=(1 À e À2ik min ij )(1 À (ε=(RC max )) 2i ). The following lemma then follows. (1 À (ε=(RC max )) 2i ). Then for u À l sufficiently close to 1 with 0 < l < u < 1, (1 À e À2ik min ij )(1 À (ε=(RC max )) 2i ). Then, We use SCE-UA to find max u P N t¼1 jQ 1 (t) À Q 2 (t)j=N where {Q 1 (t)} t¼1, …,N and {Q 2 (t)} t¼1,…,N are model output vectors for two different instantiations of input forcings u ¼ {u(t)} t¼1,…,N and maximum is taken with respect to random input instantiations. This provides an estimate of the maximal extent of model output space. We however add a note of caution here. We use SCE-UA algorithm to search a high dimensional (dimensionality ¼ N) input data set such that the mean absolute error between any two model outputs for a particular parameter value is maximized. Given the high dimensionality of the model, SCE-UA may yield a local optima. Thus, the obtained extent of model output space may be lower than the global maxima.
We note that the maximum possible value of P N t¼1 jQ(t) À EQ(t)j=N over different instantiations of input forcings is never smaller than half the absolute difference between any two input forcing instantiation. That is,
This follows with equality holding for distributions of Q(t) that are symmetric around EQ(t). In the experiment presented here, distribution of Q(t) is symmetric around
Thus for the input forcing used in this,
If the range of P N t¼1 jQ m (t) À EQ m (t)j=N is approximately equal to max u P N t¼1 jQ(t) À EQ(t)j=N, the former may as well replace the latter in the above equality to yield an approximate equality between the range of P N t¼1 jQ m (t) À EQ m (t)j=N and max u P N t¼1 jQ 1 (t) À Q 2 (t)j=N. Lemma 1 provides an upper bound on the (magnitude of) range (with confidence u À l) of |Q m (t) À EQ m (t)|. It thus also provides an upper bound on the range of P N t¼1 jQ m (t) À EQ m (t)j=N. When ε/C max ≪ 1, Lemma 1 provides an upper bound on the range of P N t¼1 jQ(t) À EQ(t)j=N. We estimate these bounds at confidence levels of 95, 90, 80, 75, and 70% by substituting l ¼ {0.025,0.05,0.10,0.125, and 0.15 resp.} and u ¼ {0.925,0.95,0.90,0.875, and 0.85 resp.}.
For the case when u is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 with E(u(t)) ¼ 0.5, P M t¼1 jQ(t) À EQ(t)j=N can never be larger than 0.5. Thus the upper bounds on the range of P N t¼1 jQ(t) À EQ(t)j=N can never be larger than 0.5, which we impose on the bounds obtained from Lemma 1. Figure 3 shows that the (analytical) upper bound on the range of P N t¼1 jQ(t) À EQ(t)j=N is never smaller than the numerical estimation of max u P N t¼1 jQ 1 (t) À Q 2 (t)j=N for all confidence levels considered. Both the numerical and analytical estimates increase with increasing recession coefficient suggesting that complexity of the underlying rainfallrunoff process increases with faster transformation of rainfall into runoff. Further, the analytical bounds provided in Lemma 1 provide upper bounds on the empiricallyderived diameter of modeling space, the latter of which in turn can be used to quantify the complexity of arbitrary hydrological models.
We add a note of caution here. We use SCE-UA algorithm to search for a high dimensional input data set such that the mean absolute error between any two model output for a particular parameter value is maximized. The estimated model output space diameter is sensitive to the choice of SCE-UA parameters and may as well be sensitive to the choice of solver itself (SCE-UA). Further how closely should optimization based output space diameter match with derivation based on Lemma 1 needs further deliberation. We postpone its investigation to a later study.
As another example we consider a spatially distributed model with recession parameters k that are spatially constant. Further let R ¼ 3, ε ¼ 0, and consider two configurations of the reservoirs as shown in Figures 4(a) and (b) . Note that different structures (such as the two configurations here) also conceptualize geomorphologic influence on hydrologic flows in natural systems. Figure 4(c) show how the bounds (the RHS of the probability inequality in Theorem 2) perform as k and (δ/η) 2 (N/2R 2 )is varied over a range (with k varied between 0 and 1). The input forcing (u(t)) is uniformly distributed and lies between 0 and 1, i.e., Cmax ¼ 1. In the legend, CL is confidence level.
This example shows that the spatial structure of a model (which has a clear hydrologic meaning as it is an interpretation of the predominant physical processes in a particular catchment) can affect the convergence bounds, and therefore its parameter estimation. Further, these bounds are also a function of the recession parameters through complexity. y, t) is the hydraulic head, S(x, y) is the storage coefficient, w(x, y, t) is net recharge, and T x ,T y are transmissivity coefficients along the x and y directions (depth to water table is the z-direction). These transmissivity coefficients are assumed independent of hydraulic head h (under the assumption that saturated thickness is significantly larger than the fluctuations in hydraulic head h).
Global nonlinear hydrologic behavior representation by locally linear behavior
These coefficients are therefore product of location specific hydraulic conductivity and saturated thickness. Depending on spatial discretization of the problem, data on hydraulic properties and saturated thickness is needed before a solution to the linearized BE can be obtained (unless it is calibrated). The data requirement increases with the resolution of spatial discretization.
Its analytical solution for lateral flow from an aquifer to surface water body can be expressed as (Pulido-Velazquez et al. ), 
Why complexity?
The shape and size of the model output space (defined by columns of V in the case of a single linear reservoir) governs the flexibility of hydrologic response under stochastic forcings. Its size has been defined here as complexity (via Corollary 2). Such a behavior is valid for models that are physics based, such as the one presented in the previous subsection of the paper, that are closest in representing underlying flow processes in porous medium (such as a soil matrix). Given that coefficients (or parameters in conceptual models) quantifies complexity, a quantification of (rather than qualitative) the nature of processes complexity emerges as a result. This quantification is a unique contribution of this paper.
Model selection that best identifies the underlying process is governed by both the complexity of the underlying process (manifesting itself in available information) and complexity of the set of models available (one of which is finally selected). This is elicited in Theorems 1 and 2). Consider Theorem 1 (and the corresponding definitions in section on parameters),
Without loss of generality, let η ¼ 1 and let
By equating the RHS to χ, we can state the following with probability of at least 1 À χ:
For a given set of models defined by a set of possible values of k, and given the available information on the underlying process (embodied in data Z defined in the parameters section), the best available model from the set can be selected by minimizing the RHS of the above inequality.
Such a minimization also formalizes Occam's razor principle. Occam's principle of parsimony has the following form: 'given two explanations of the data, all other things being equal, the simpler explanation is preferable' (Blumer et al. ) . In other words, choose the simplest hypothesis that is consistent with the sample data (Blumer et al. ) .
A hypothesis chosen based on this principle is the best predictor of future observations with high probability (which has been proved here).
Finally, the complexity of the model selected to represent the underlying processes also has implications for assessing the impact of hydrologic response on human systems. We further elaborate this aspect of complexity in the following section.
Implications for sustainable allocation at basin scale
Consider a simple example wherein there are two agents (upstream ¼ 1, downstream ¼ 2) residing in two contiguous subbasins (constituting a basin), that utilize water, e 1 (t), e 2 (t), for income generation, P T t¼1 F i (e i (t), S i (t)). Assume that F i (e i (t),S i (t)) is concave and increasing in the first argument while convex and decreasing in the second argument. Hydrologic behavior dictates flow from upstream to downstream agents as the function of the upstream agent's soil moisture conditions. Here, hydrologic behavior is modeled by k 1 and k 2 , which best approximate it in the sense of the previous section. For simplicity, we represent the basins by linear reservoir models, with store levels S 1 (t),S 2 (t) such that the allocation solution is sustainable for the two basins taken together over a certain T period (under stochastic rainfall conditions u i (t), i ¼ 1, 2). Sustainable allocation solution can be decentralized (Lyon & Pande ) by the marginals (Lagrange multipliers μ i,t , i ¼ 1, 2) of the following program:
From first order conditions for 1 < t < T with respect to
The partial derivatives in (7a) and (7b) depend on the stochasticity of u i (t), i ¼ 1, 2, while μ i,t , i ¼ 1, 2 describes the evolution of prices that can decentralize such an allocation solution. Equation (7a) is similar to a linear reservoir storage soil moisture evolution equation with stochastic input À∂F 2,t /∂S 2,t , while Equation (7b) is similar to a spatially distributed soil moisture evolution equation with stochastic input À∂F 1,t /∂S 1,t .
The T-dimensional span of the downstream agent's prices {μ 2,t , t ¼ 1, …, T} is determined by k 2 and its volume can be bounded using Lemma 1. Further, this volume also defines the 'complexity' of downstream prices, which is due to the complexity of its underlying hydrologic response. Using the convergence bounds estimated in Lemma 3 (with variables renamed), this volume can be related to the flexibility of (or potential volatility in) the downstream agent's prices that are feasible for a range of stochastic input u i (t), i ¼ 1, 2 (through À∂F 2,t /∂S 2,t ). Similarly the complexity in hydrologic response can be related to the potential volatility in the upstream agent's prices using the convergence bounds described in Lemma 4 (with variables renamed).
The above simple example can be generalized for a subbasin with arbitrary hydrologic connectivity (the way various subbasins interconnect) and within-subbasin nonlinearity. Complexity and potential volatility of subsequent prices can then similarly be extended.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduced a quantitative measure of complexity that is applicable to hydrological models.
The measure was based on the Vapnik-Chervonenkis generalization theory that relates model complexity to sample size and predictor error. We showed through a simple example and sequences of lemmas and theorems that this measure has geometric interpretation, and thereby allowed more intuitive insights into the theory presented.
In particular, we showed that the complexity measure depends on the magnitude of model parameters (fast reservoirs are more complex than slow reservoirs) as well as model structure (parallel reservoir configurations are more complex than in series with the same number of reservoirs 
It can then be shown for i.i.d. input forcing u(t),
where N is the sample size, h ¼ (1 À e Àk )/(1 þ e Àk ) is the complexity measure that we use (as defined in Lemma 1), σ 2 (u) is the variance of input forcing and k is the recession coefficient. Thus,
and for not too small N,
The left-hand side (LHS) is the probability that we bound in Lemma 2 and the above suggests that bound on probability should tighten with increasing N but loosen with h the complexity measure that we have proposed.
As h increases with increasing value of k, convergence bound weaken with increasing k. Using Lemma 3 onwards, it then demonstrates again that complexity of rainfall-runoff processes increases with the quickness of the response.
However, improvement of results presented in the lemmas of this paper is left for future work.
We here studied models that omit thresholding behavior In future research, we intend to pursue numerical estimation of complexity for state-of-the-art hydrologic models based on the bounds (and the concept of complexity as the extent of model span) presented in this paper. We also intend to investigate how the shape of model output space as exemplified in Figure 1 can be used to describe model uncertainty and how it is linked to resilience of a model to perturbations to input forcings. Yet another interesting extension of the concepts presented here can be its implications for decentralized water resource management.
h ¼ (1 À e Àk )/(1 þ e Àk ) obtained from D Lemma 1 and
and min and max are with respect to input forcing such that these lower and upper bounds are never violated for any input forcing u(t).
Further we note that a < 0, b > 0, which implies that
Then, X N t¼1 (ζ t À ρ t )r t ¼ Nr(ζ À ρ) < 2Nf(a) ¼ 2Nj min (Q m (t) À EQ m (t))j
Further as min Q m (t) ¼ 0, j min (Q m (t) À EQ m (t))j ¼ j min Q m (t) À EQ m (t)j ¼ j À EQ m (t)j ¼ jEQ m (t)j Also, ε/C max ≪ 1⇒Q m (t) → Q(t).
Finally note that
Thus, X N t¼1 (ζ t À ρ t )r t ¼ 2Eu(t)N:
Using the conclusions of (1)- (3) The span can therefore be circumscribed by N-sphere of radius ffiffiffi h p =2. Thus, volume of the span defined by V is always bounded by the volume of N-sphere V(k) ∝ (h/4) N/2 .
Proof of Lemma 3:
As jjQ m À EQ m j À jQ À EQjj ≤ 2ε
The inequality in the lemma then follows. □ 
APPENDIX B
Theorem 1 of Goldstein (): If X 1 , X 2 , …, X n are independent random variables such that a i X i b i ,i ¼ 1, …, n, and f is a continuous convex function then, if δ > max 1 i n | (ρ i À ζ i )r i |,
